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Two R-modules A4 and N are said to be stably isomorphic provided 
M@R’“‘zN@R In) for some n > I. In this paper R is always a commu~a~iue, 
wduced, one-dimensional Noetheriun ring with jininile normalization I?, and M and N 
are torsionfree. All modules arr assumed 10 he finirely genera/cd. There is a natural 
action of (R/c)*, the group of units of I?/c (where c is the conductor of R in I?) on 
torsionfree R-modules; and the main theorem of this paper is that the orbits of the 
induced action of (R/c)* are exactly the stable isomorphism classes. As 
applications, we show that stably isomorphic modules are actually isomorphic if R 
is a domain finitely generated as an R-algebra, with at most one singular real 
maximal ideal. We give several examples of modules that are stably isomorphic but 
not isomorphic, illustrating that these hypotheses cannot be significantly weakened. 
We are grateful to L. S. Levy and the referee for several suggestions that have 
improved the exposition of this work. ( 19X7 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. THE MAIN THEOREM 
We begin by describing the group action mentioned in the abstract. A 
detailed discussion may be found in [Wi]. Starting with the Cartesian 
square of rings 
1 1 (1.1) 
R/c - R/C 
and a finitely generated torsionfree R-module M, we obtain a Cartesian 
square of modules 
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M - RM 
Xl 
1 1 
“2 (1.2) 
M/CM A WM/CM 
Here EM= (a OR M)/torsion; or, if K is the classical quotient ring of R, 
then 1?M is the i?-submodule of KOR M generated by the canonical image 
of M. An important point to keep in mind is that the inclusion M/CM+ 
j?M/cM is not induced by the change of rings R/c + R/c. In a typical 
situation M/CM and i?M/cM might be free modules of different ranks (over 
R/c and R/c, respectively.) Thus automorphisms of M/CM do not 
necessarily extend to automorphism of iTM/cM. This point is one of the 
main reasons that general torsionfree modules are more difficult to handle 
than projective modules. 
Assume now that M is faithful. (The technical maneuvers for handling 
unfaithful modules are described in [Wi], but since the annihilator of a 
torsionfree module is a radical ideal, we lose no generality in treating 
faithful modules only.) Let UE (R/c)*, where ( )* denotes the group of 
units. Since RM is a faithful projective module over a direct product of 
Dedekind domains, j?M has an invertible ideal as a direct summand. 
Therefore EM/CM has a copy of R/c as a direct summand, and it follows 
that we can choose an automorphism 8 of EM/CM whose determinant is u. 
Let M” be the torsionfree R-module defined by the Cartesian square 
M” > > i?M 
1 1 
x2 (1.3) 
M/CM A h4/~M +-5+ RM~cM 
where 7~~ and j are the same maps as in (1.2). It turns out that the 
isomorphism class of M” is independent of the choice of automorphism 8; 
and (u, M) H M” is an action of the group (R/c)* on (isomorphism classes 
of) faithful, torsionfree R-modules. The following proposition summarizes 
some basic properties of this action: 
1.4. PROPOSITION [Wi, 2.2 and 2.31. Let M and N be faithful, torsionfree 
R-modules. 
(1.4.1) (M@N)“EM”“@Nfor all UE(&)*. 
(1.4.2) The following four conditions are equivalent: 
(a) M”r N for some UE (R/c)*. 
(b) j?M E RN and M, z N, for every maximal ideal m of R (as 
R-modules and R,-modules, respectively). 
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(c) M@XrN@Xfor some (finitely generated!) R-module X. 
(d) MO&NOR. 
The Mayer-Vietoris sequence [B, IX, 5.31 associated to the Cartesian 
square (1.1) reduces, in our situation, to the following exact sequence: 
1 + R* -+ (R/c)* xii* + (R/c)* -+ Pit R + Pit i?: + 1. 
The connecting homomorphism (R/c)* + Pit R takes the unit u to the 
rank-one projective R-module R”. Therefore R” z R if and only if u is in the 
subgroup (R/c)*. AR, where AR is the subgroup of (a/c)* consisting of 
units that lzyt to i?*. In (1.6) we will describe the stabilizer ofa general tor- 
sionfree R-module. 
1.5. Notation. Let M be a torsionfree R-module (not necessarily 
faithful), and let EaM denote the endomorphism ring of the projective R/c- 
module RM/cA4. Let E, be the R/c-subalgebra of Ea,,,, consisting of those 
endomorphisms that carry M/CM into itself. Since R/c is the direct product 
of finitely many local rings (in fact, valuation rings), &U/CM is free on 
each component, and there is a well-defined eterminant function 
ER., -+ R/c. We let A, be the subgroup of (R/c)* consisting of deter- 
minants of units of E,. 
For modules of rank one, A-subgroups are easy to describe: Let I be a 
faithful ideal of R, and let S= {x~ i? 1 XZG I}. Then S is a ring between R 
and R, and A, = (S/c)*. In particular, A = (R/c)* if I is an invertible ideal. 
1.6. LEMMA. Let M be a faithful torsionfree R-module, and let 
UE (R/c)*. Then M”rM ifand only ifu~ A,A,. 
Proof: Choose an automorphism 8 of j?M/cM with determinant u, and 
consider a hypothetical isomorphism between Cartesian squares (1.3) and 
(1.2): 
M” > ,RM 
\ 
\ ,J 
\x 7, / 
‘4, 
/ 
_ &’ 
M - RM 
I 
M/CM M &~/CM 
(1.6.1) 
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Any isomorphism o! : M” -+ A4 induces isomorphisms fl and y as shown, and 
y induces 6. The commutativity of the bottom trapezoid is established by 
backing up to M” and chasing around the other five faces of the “cube.” 
Letting cp = 68, we have u = (det cp)(det 6) -’ E A,A,. Conversely, suppose 
UE A,A,, say, u = (det cp) &I, where cp restricts to /? as shown in (1.6.1) 
and d lifts to a unit d, of i?. Let 6 = cp@ ‘. Choose an automorphism yr of 
I?;M with determinant d,, and let 6, be the induced automorphism of 
RIM/CM. The error 66 ,- ’ has determinant 1, so it lifts to an automorphism E 
of &%I. (This lifting property is well-known for Dedekind domains. See 
[Wi, Theorem 1.11 for a much more general result.) Taking y = EY,, we 
have compatible isomorphisms /I, y, 6, which induce the desired 
isomorphism a. 
1.7. LEMMA. Let M and N be torsionfree R-modules. Then A,@ N = 
A,A,. 
Proof. If CJEE, and z E E, then (T @ z is in E,,,,@ N and its determinant 
is (det o)(det 5). Thus AMoN _ =) A,A,. For the opposite inclusion, we have 
to deal with the cross homomorphisms. Let (M, N) be the R/c-submodule 
of Homw;,( RM/cM, iTN/cN) consisting of homomorphisms carrying M/CM 
into N/cN, and define (N, M) similarly. Then letting E = EICION, we have 
(N, W
E, I ’ 
(1.7.1) 
Let cp be a unit of E, and write cp = [y $1 as in the decomposition (1.7.1). 
We want to show that det cp E A,A,. 
Let cp -’ = [;; $; 1. Then clc~, + flyI = 1 M. Since E,,,, is a module-finite 
algebra over the Artinian ring R/c, E, has 1 in the stable range. 
(See [B, V, 3.1 I.) This means there is an element a2 E E, such that 
(~+~y,cc,)E,=E,.Now~y,isinE, and u + Byra, has a (right) inverse 
in E,. Note that (T = [,,‘,, y] E E. Hence ‘pa E E; its (1, 1) entry is 
a + by, ~1~. Since det r~ = 1, we can replace cp by cpo and so we may suppose 
the (1, 1) entry of cp, still called c;, has a (right) inverse. Now for 
T= [:, -,-‘,], cp~ h as its (1,2) entry 0, and det cp =det cpr E A,,,A,, as 
desired. 
Our original proof of this lemma was rather gruesome and showed only 
that A ,,,@ R = A,A,. Subsequently, Robert Guralnick showed us how to 
use the stable range condition to prove that AMOM = A,. The proof given 
above is an adaptation of Guralnick’s method. 
1.8. MAIN THEOREM. Let M and N be faithful torsionfree R-modules. 
The following are equivalent: 
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(a) M”z Nfor some UE (R/c)*. 
(b) M@R’“‘zN@R’“‘for some n> 1. 
(c) MORrNOR. 
Since (R/c)* = A, = AR,+ the theorem is a special case of the following: 
1.9. PROPOSITION. Let M, N, and X he faithful torsionfree R-modules. 
ThenM@X~N@XifandonlyifN~M”forsome~~A~. 
Proof: If u~d, then M”@XrM@X”?M@X by (1.4.1) and (1.6). 
Conversely, if M@ XE N @ X, then (1.4.2) provides an element u E (R/c)* 
such that N?M”. Then (M@X)“gM@X, and u~A,,,,~,~A~=A,A,A,, 
by (1.6) and (1.7). Writing u=yuz, with YEA,,,,, u~d,, ze/l,, we get 
N z M-“‘” E M” as desired. 
2. APPLICATIONS 
We will exhibit several conditions under which stably isomorphic 
modules are isomorphic. We begin with the following immediate con- 
sequence of (1.6) and (1.8): 
2.1. THEOREM. The following are equivalent, for a ,faithjiil torsionfree R- 
module M: 
(a) Every R-module stably isomorphic to M is isomorphic to M. 
(b) (R/c)* c A,A,. 
Two easy lemmas will be useful in certain applications. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let M he a torsionfree R-module qf constant rank r, and let 
v~(R/c)*. Then vreAM. 
Proof Multiplication by L! has determinant v’ when viewed as an 
automorphism of jTM/cM. 
2.3. LEMMA. Let (A, m) be a local Artinian ring, and let u E A*. If the 
coset u + m is an rth power in A/m and r is not a multiple of the charac- 
teristic of A/m, then u is an rth power in A*. 
Proof. Write u=v’+m with UeA* and mEm, and set 
w=v+r- v ’ ‘-‘m. Then wr=vr+m+am2 for some aEA, so u=w-am*. 
The lemma follows by induction on the index of nilpotency of m. 
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Putting these three results together, we get 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Let M be a torsionfree R-module of constant rank r. 
Assume that for every singular maximal ideal m of R, 
(a) the residue field Rjm is closed under extraction of rth roots, and 
(b) either (R/c), is reduced (i.e., CR, = mR,) or else char( R/m) J r. 
Then every R-module stably isomorphic to M is isomorphic to M. 
2.5. COROLLARY. Let k be an algebraically closed field and R a finitely 
generated, reduced k-algebra of dimension 1. Let M and N be stably 
isomorphic torsionfree R-modules of constant rank r. If char(k)[r then 
MEN. 
Suppose k is any algebraically closed field and R is a one-dimensional 
domain, finitely generated as a k-algebra. If R is not a Dedekind domain 
(i.e., R has at least one singular maximal ideal), there exists a nonprincipal 
ideal Z of R such that I@ R E R Q R. (See [Wi, Corollary 2.4, 
Theorem 3.21.) Thus, in the geometric case (characteristic 0) one can 
always cancel R, but general cancellation ever holds if there are 
singularities. 
We remark that one can always cancel R from (faithful) ideals, This 
follows from (2.4) or directly: I? (A’(1@ R))/torsion. More generally, 
2.6. PROPOSITION. Let M be a torsionfree R-module with a faithful ideal 
as a direct summand. Then every R-module stably isomorphic to M is 
isomorphic to M. 
Proof Write M = Z@ N, where I is a faithful ideal of R. Using (1.7) and 
the remarks following (1.5) we have (R/c)* G A,r A,A,= A,,,. Now apply 
(2.1). 
This gives an alternate proof of [LW, 6.21, which deals with rings for 
which every faithful torsionfree module has a faithful ideal as a summand. 
2.7. PROPOSITION. Let R be a reduced, one-dimensional, finitely 
generated algebra over a real-closed field, and assume R has at most one 
singular real maximal ideal. Then any two stably isomorphic modules of con- 
stant rank are isomorphic. 
Proof Let M be one of the modules in question and r its rank. The 
hypotheses on R allow us to decompose R/c into a product A, x A,, where 
A, has algebraically closed residue fields and A1 either is 0 or is local with 
real-closed residue field. If u E (R/c)*, (2.3) implies that either u or -u is an 
rth power in (R/c)*. Since - 1 E AR, UE A,A,. 
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The same idea can be used to investigate stable isomorphism over cer- 
tain incomplete rings of algebraic integers. Here is an easy case: 
2.8. PROPOSITION. Let i? be the ring of integers in an algebraic number 
field, let p be a rational prime congruent to - 1 modulo 4, and let 
R = U +-pa. Then any two stably isomorphic R-modules of rank 2 are 
isomorphic. 
Proof: Since - 1 is not a square modulo p and (R/c)* = (Z/(p))*, every 
element of R/c is either a square or the negative of a square. 
There are presumably many situations in algebraic number theory where 
one can use fancier units of ii to show that stable isomorphism implies 
isomorphism. We will describe one such situation in the next section. 
Goodearl, in [G], introduced the notion of “power cancellation”: 
M@XE NOXOW’Z Ncy’ for some q b 1. (A@ denotes the direct sum 
of q copies of M.) Most results on power cancellation (those in [G] and 
[LW], e.g.) depend on strong finiteness conditions on Pit R. When X is 
projective, however, no such assumptions are necessary: 
2.9. PROPOSITION. Let A4 and N be stably isomorphic torsionfree R- 
modules of constant rank r. Then M”’ E N”‘. 
Proof. By the Main Theorem there is an element UE (R/c)* such 
that M” E N. Using (1.4.1) and (2.2), we get N”’ z (AI”)“’ E
M”’ @ M” .-- 1) z M”‘. 
3. EXAMPLES 
Most of our examples will be built using Cartesian squares, working 
from the bottom up. That is, we will decide first what we want the bottom 
line to look like and then till in the top. The following observation shows 
that we have a lot of flexibility: 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let A + B be a module-finite extension of Artinian 
rings, such that no nonzero ideal of B is contained in A. Let C be a direct 
product of finitely many Dedekind domains none of which is afield, and let rc 
be a homomorphism from C onto B. Let R be defined by the Cartesian square 
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Then R is a reduced, Noetherian ring of dimension one, C is a jinitely 
generated R-module, and (3.1.1) is naturally isomorphic to the Cartesian 
square ( 1 .l ) for R. If A, B, and C are finitely generated algebras over a 
Noetherian ring K, and n and j are K-linear, then R is also a finitely 
generated K-algebra. 
Proof Since R maps onto A, it is easy to check that M-+ rc(M) is a 
one-to-one correspondence between (R-modules between R and C} and 
{A-modules between A and B}. Therefore C is a finitely generated R- 
module; and R is Noetherian by Eakin’s theorem [El. Clearly ker rc is the 
largest ideal of C that is contained in R. Moreover, ker 71 contains a non- 
zero-divisor (else B would be one-dimensional). These observations easily 
imply all our assertions except the last sentence. To prove the last asser- 
tion, let L be the image of K in R, and apply [AM, Proposition 7.81 to the 
inclusions L E R G C. 
We remark that every Artinian principal ideal ring B is the 
homomorphic image of a direct product of principal ideal domains, by 
[H]. In our examples, though, we will need to construct C carefully, so 
that it will not have too many units. 
We also need ‘to construct faithful torsionfree modules by pullbacks. 
Given a Cartesian square like (3.1.1), all we need are 
(i) a faithful, projective C-module P and 
(ii) an A-submodule V of W= Pg,. B such that BV= W. 
The pullback M of P and V over W is then a faithful, torsionfree R- 
module, and the resulting square is naturally isomorphic to the Cartesian 
square ( 1.2) for M. (See [Wi, Lemma 2.11 for the details.) 
Examples showing that stable isomorphism does not imply isomorphism 
can be manufactured as follows: Choose an integer t 2 1 and define a ring 
R by a suitable pullback (3.1.1) in which C has at least t components. 
Next, choose integers s, rk, with 1 d r, < . . . < r, d s; and choose a decom- 
position C = C, x . . . x C,, inducing a decomposition B = B, x ... x B,. (We 
will take t = 1, except in (3.3), where t = 2.) Next, build a sequence of 
matrices X= (X, ,..., X ), where X, is an rk by s matrix over B,. Let 
P=P, x...xPr, where Pk=Cp), and let W=PO,B=B1”‘x...xBj’f’. 
Let JI’,~ denote the ‘7th column of X,” that is, the t-tuple of columns whose 
kth component is the jth column of the matrix X,. We let V be the A-sub- 
module of W generated by X .+,,..., X, Y. We will always take the rk by rk 
identity matrix as the left-most block in X,. This guarantees that BV= W, 
and we let A4 be the pullback of P and V over W. We define E, = E, and 
A,= A,,,,. (Note that a sequence cp = ((p,,..., cp ), with (Pi an rk by rk matrix 
over B,, is in E, if and only if there is an s by s matrix /1 over A such that 
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qkXk =X,1 for every k.) If X is chosen in such a way that 
(R/c)* FL AxA,, it follows from (2.1) that the stable isomorphism class of 
M is nontrivial. 
We begin with a basic pathological construction of a module of rank 2. 
Notation is as above. 
3.2. PROPOSITION. Suppose B contains an element p such that 
( 1, 8, /?, p’ ). is linearly independent over A. Let 
Then E, consists only of scalar matrices over A, so that A,= (A*)2, the set 
of’ .squares of units of A. 
Prooj: If cp E E,, left multiplication preserves the A-column space of X. 
Therefore Q has the form 
with u, h, c, d, e, J‘EA. Computing (PC,&], we get c+d=f=O, b=c=O, 
and e=a. 
Our first example shows that the hypothesis of constant rank cannot be 
deleted from (2.4) or from (2.9). 
3.3. EXAMPLE. A one-dimensional, reduced, finitely generated @- 
algebra R, with torsionfree R-modules M, N such that M@ R g N@ R, but 
Mcy) z& Ncy) for all q > 1. 
Let /J be the image of the indeterminate x in B, = C[x]/(x* - l), and let 
A = B, be the subring @[fi”] of B,. Let B = B, x B,, and let A H B be the 
diagonal embedding. Take C, = C, = C[x]; map C, + B, by x I-+ /I” and 
C, + B, by x w /I. Let r, = 1, r2 = 2, X, = [ 1 0 01, X2 = [A 7 $1. If 
CP=(VJ,~ (~2)eEx, there is a 3 by 3 matrix I. over C[fi”] such that 
cpixi= XJ, i= 1, 2. (3.3.1) 
By (3.2) we know that q2 = [; z], with a E CC/I”], and of course cpr = [a’] 
for some ~‘EC[/?“]. Using (3.3.1) we find that CY’=~~, and ~=~ll+~I1/I; 
and, since 1 and fl are linearly independent over @[/?“I, it follows that 
E,= {([@I, [; ~])I~EC[B~]}. Therefore A,= {(a, a2)l~~@[/?4]*}. 
Let M be the module defined by X, as in the discussion preceding (3.2), 
let u= 1 +2f14~@[f14]*, and let N=M”. Then N(Y)z((M(y))“Y by (1.4.1). 
Since A ,,,,M = A, by (1.7), it suffices to show that vy$ A,A, for all qB 1. A 
typical element y of Ax/l, is of the form (a, u2)(a, h), with a, bEC* and 
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c1= (c+ d/14) E c[fl”]*. If, further, yE c[B”]*, we have era = a*b, from 
which it follows that y~c*. This shows that (d,nR)n@[/14]* =@*. 
Expanding (1 + 2p4)” and using the relation 8’ = 1, we see that the coef- 
ficient of /I” is always a positive integer, so no positive power of u is in 
AxA,. 
Next we show that the hypothesis on the characteristic sessential in 
(2.5). 
3.4. EXAMPLE. A one-dimensional domain, finitely generated over an 
algebraically closed field of characteristic 2, with rank 2 torsionfree 
modules that are stably isomorphic but not isomorphic. 
Let F be any field containing GF(4), let A = F[x]/(x’), and let 
B= A x A x A x A. Let A w B be the diagonal map. We can map 
C= F[x] onto B by killing n:‘= 1 (x-a,)‘, where the ai are 4 distinct 
elements of F. Let /I be the image of x in B, and let X be the matrix of (3.2). 
Then AXAR=(A*)2P=F*. Thus l+x~A*-A,A,. 
Next, we show that (2.7) can fail for curves with more than one real 
singular point. 
3.5. EXAMPLE. A one-dimensional domain, finitely generated as an R- 
algebra, with two singular real maximal ideals, having stably isomorphic 
modules of rank two that are not isomorphic. 
Let A = Rx R, C= R[x], and B= A[x]/(x4) E C/x4(x - 1)“. Let X be as 
in (3.2), with /?=image of x in B. Then (1, -~)EA*-A,A,. 
Finally, we give an example from algebraic number theory to com- 
plement (2.8). This time we need to determine AR precisely. 
3.6. EXAMPLE. Let R = Z +@[[I, where [ is a primitive 5th root of 1, 
and p is a rational prime. The statement “Any two stably isomorphic 
(Z + pZ[[] )-modules of rank 2 are isomorphic” is true for p < 17 but false 
for p = 17. 
Proof Since Z[[] is integrally closed, [We, 7 - 5 - 41, we have 
fi = Z[c], R/c = E/(p), and R/c r (Z/(p))[x]/(@), where @ =x4 +x3 + 
x2 + x + 1. Let p denote the image of x under this isomorphism, equivalent- 
ly, the image of c under the map E +@c. By (2.1), (2.2), and (3.2), the 
statement is true if and only if every nonzero element of Z/(p) can be 
expressed in the form c*& where c E (Z/(p))* and i E /1 R. This is trivially 
true if p= 2. If p is odd, the squares form a subgroup of index 2 in 
(Z/(p))*, so the statement is true if and only if (Z/(p))* n AR contains an 
element with no square root in H/(p). We have already pointed out that 
- 1 does the job if p = - 1 (mod 4) and that leaves p = 5, 13, 17. 
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The group Z [[I * is generated by -i (of order 10) and i + [ - ’ = 
(t)( - 1 + 3). (See [We, 7-61.) If p = 5, we have (/? + p-l)‘= 2, which is 
not a square in Z/(p). If p is any prime = 2 or 3 (mod 5), e.g., p = 13 or 17, 
then E/C is a field, that is, the cyclotomic polynomial G(x) is irreducible 
over Z/(p). (See [J, Exercise 4, p. 441.) If p= 13, we have (/?+bP’)‘” = 
(b” + B-“)(b + p-‘) = - 1. Since R/c is a field it follows that 
(b + flP ‘)’ = f 5, neither one of which has a square root in Z/( 13). If 
p = 17, a similar computation shows (b + b-l)‘= +4, from which it 
follows that p + BP’ has order 36 in AR. Since /3 has order 5 and - 1 is 
already in the subgroup of AR generated by fl+ /FL, AR has order 180. The 
order of (Z/(p))* n AR has to be a common divisor of 16 and 180, so this 
group consists only of + 1, f4, all of which are squares in Z/(p). 
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